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Harnessing the power of dependently typed languages can be diﬃcult. Programmers must manually construct
proofs to produce well-typed programs, which is not an easy task. In particular, migrating code to these
languages is challenging. Gradual typing can make dependently-typed languages easier to use by mixing
static and dynamic checking in a principled way. With gradual types, programmers can incrementally migrate
code to a dependently typed language.
However, adding gradual types to dependent types creates a new challenge: mixing decidable type-checking
and incremental migration in a full-featured language is a precarious balance. Programmers expect typechecking to terminate, but dependent type-checkers evaluate terms at compile time, which is problematic
because gradual types can introduce non-termination into an otherwise terminating language. Steps taken
to mitigate this non-termination must not jeopardize the smooth transitions between dynamic and static.
We present a gradual dependently-typed language that supports inductive type families, has decidable typechecking, and provably supports smooth migration between static and dynamic, as codiﬁed by the reﬁned
criteria for gradual typing proposed by Siek et al. (2015). Like Eremondi et al. (2019), we use approximate
normalization for terminating compile-time evaluation. Unlike Eremondi et al., our normalization does not
require comparison of variables, allowing us to show termination with a syntactic model that accommodates
inductive types. Moreover, we design a novel a technique for tracking constraints on type indices, so that
dynamic constraint violations signal run-time errors eagerly. To facilitate these checks, we deﬁne an algebraic
notion of gradual precision, axiomatizing certain semantic properties of gradual terms.
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INTRODUCTION

Dependently typed languages are an expressive tool for specifying and verifying program properties.
Terms and types may depend on each other, allowing programs, speciﬁcations, and proofs of
correctness to be expressed using the same language.
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Programmers have the power of a higher-order logic available to formulate and prove program
invariants.
However, when a programmer uses dependent types, they have replaced one problem with two
problems: they must write a correct algorithm and also prove that it is correct. Well-typed programs in dependently-typed languages are guaranteed to meet their speciﬁcations, but producing
those well typed programs is challenging. Migrating programs from non-dependently typed languages is particularly tricky. In practice, dependent types are currently used by a few experts, who
often have close ties to the developers of the tools they are using [Ringer et al. 2019].
In this paper, we contribute to the recent line of work integrating gradual types with dependent
types, with the aim of making it easier to learn and migrate code to dependently-typed languages
such as Idris [Brady 2013]. Gradual types facilitate the migration of code between dynamic and
static type disciplines. Programmers may assign any expression the unknown type ?. For gradual
type-checking, type equality is replaced with type consistency [Anderson and Drossopoulou 2003;
Siek and Taha 2006]: equality up to occurrences of ?, allowing terms with precise and imprecise
types to be used together.
This mixing is principled: gradual languages provide safety, ensuring that type inconsistencies
at run-time cause an error to be raised, but no other unsafe behavior is possible. Fully gradual
languages satisfy the gradual guarantees [Siek et al. 2015], which ensure that programs can be
smoothly migrated between the static and dynamic paradigms, while knowing that any errors
indicate a fundamental inconsistency in the program’s type structure.
Example: Migrating Quicksort.
To demonstrate the utility of gradual types for moving code to a dependently typed language,
we describe the example due to Eremondi et al. [2019]: migrating quicksort. Consider the classic
list type and a standard quicksort implementation.
data List : (X : Type) → Type where

sort : List Float → List Float

Nil : List X

sort Nil = Nil

Cons : X → List X → List X

sort (Cons h t) =(sort (filter (< h) t)) ++ (Cons h (sort (filter (> h) t)))

In place of lists, dependent types allow programmer to use size-indexed vectors:
data Vec : (X : Type) → (n : N) → Type where

Nil : Vec X 0
Cons : X → Vec X n → Vec X (1 + n)

sort : (n : N) → Vec Float n → Vec Float n
sort 0 Nil = Nil
sort (1 + n′ ) (Cons h t) =
(sort ??? (filter (< h) t)) ++ (Cons h (sort ??? (filter (> h) t)))

Vectors are an indexed inductive type family: for each element type X and number n, Vec X n is a
distinct type, inhabited only by vectors with 𝑛 elements. They have the same constructors as lists,
but the constructors’ return types specify a value for the index n that reﬂects the length of the result.
This lets programmers specify types that rule out erroneous inputs, such as head : Vec X (1 + n) → X,
which only accepts non-empty vectors.
Although lists and vectors have the same constructors, we encounter two problems when adapting sort to vectors. The ﬁrst problem is length indexing. The dependent sort needs an argument
for the vector’s length. What length should we give to the recursive calls? We do not statically
know how many elements are smaller than h. Also, the result of sort should have length n =1 + n′ ,
but it has length n1 + 1 + n2 , where n1 and n2 are the lengths of filter (< h) t and filter (> h) t.
Even the type of filter is non-obvious: it must return type (n : N) × Vec N n i.e. a dependent pair
with a length and a vector of that length.
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The second problem is that the recursive calls do not take structurally smaller arguments, so
termination is not obvious to the type-checker. While the programmer could use a function for
well-founded induction on N, they must prove that n1 and n2 are smaller than n.
Now, development is blocked until the above problems are solved. Both are solvable: the programmer can write a proof that n ≡ n1 + 1 + n2 and that n1 < n ≡ true and n2 < n ≡ true. However,
they cannot run or test their sort function until those proofs are provided!
Gradual Types to the Rescue:
Gradual dependent types allow the programmer to run and test their sort function before writing
the missing proofs, by letting ? stand in for any term. We write gradual terms using blue serif font,
to distinguish them from the red sans-serif font of static terms. Instead of returning a dependent
pair, we write a gradual ﬁlter, so that ﬁlter (< h) t and ﬁlter(> h) t check at type Vec Float ?. We
then use ? as the length argument for the recursive calls to sort, so concatenating gives length
? + 1 + ?, which is consistent with n. We use ? to represent imprecision in the type index, but preserve the knowledge that sort produces a Vec.
Likewise, gradual types help with the termination problem by allowing ? as a proof. The programmer can show termination by using a wfInd library function for well-founded induction with the
type (P : N → Type) → ((n : N) → (rec : (m : N) → m < n ≡ true → P m) → P n) → (n : N) → P n.
Each call to rec still requires a proof that m < n ≡ true, but with gradual dependent types, the
programmer can use ? as a placeholder for that proof.
The resulting gradual code is:
sort : (n : N) → Vec Float n → Vec Float n
sort = wfInd (𝜆n → Vec Float n → Vec Float n) sort ′ where
sort ′ 0 rec Nil = Nil
sort ′ (1 + n′ ) rec (Cons h t) =(rec ? ? (ﬁlter (< h) t)) ++ (Cons h (rec ? ? (ﬁlter (> h) t)))

Gradual types are useful not only because of what they allow statically, but what they prevent
dynamically, and gradual dependent types are no exception. By keeping run-time information
about types and indices, we ensure that unsafe operations are never performed. The keen-eyed
reader will notice that our implementation of sort is ﬂawed: the list is partitioned using < and
>, so duplicate occurrences of h are removed. When sort runs on a list containing duplicates, a
run-time error is raised, notifying the programmer that the actual length does not match the one
speciﬁed in the type. A major contribution of this work is the ability to raise such errors when a
list is constructed, while still satisfying important metatheoretic properties about the language.
Related Work. The ﬂexibility of gradual typing means that some terms do not terminate [Siek and Taha
2006]. Since types depend on terms, dependent type-checking evaluates some terms at compiletime, meaning that non-termination must be managed in order for type-checking to remain decidable. We must also account for the possibility of dynamic type errors during type-checking. GrInd
builds on two existing languages with diﬀerent approaches to this challenge: GDTL [Eremondi et al.
2019] and GCIC [Lennon-Bertrand et al. 2020].
GDTL is a foundational (but minimal) calculus for gradual dependent types. Like GDTL, GrInd
gives dynamic semantics to programs with ? standing in for arbitrary types or terms. Both have
an exact but possibly-diverging run-time semantics, but use approximate normalization to provide
decidable normalization during type-checking by producing ? when termination is not guaranteed.
Unlike GDTL, we show that all features of GrInd except non-positive types can be simulated in a
Proc. ACM Program. Lang., Vol. 37, No. 4, Article 111. Publication date: July 2021.
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strongly-normalizing language. Thus, we approximate in fewer places, allowing more types to be
checked statically.
While GDTL provides dynamic checking of dependent properties like our sort example, the
proof of decidable type-checking does not extend to inductive types. GDTL’s approximate normalization was based on hereditary substitution, but extending this to inductive types is an open
problem, even without gradual types.
Instead we use a syntactic model to show termination for GrInd, which is possible because
GrInd defers the comparison of bound variables until they have concrete values. We can then
prove termination by simulating approximate normalization in a strongly-normalizing language,
which was not possible for GDTL.
GCIC provides a gradual version of the Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC). It integrates
gradual types with inductive families in three languages, giving a choice from any two of decidable type-checking, fully embedding CIC, and graduality [New and Ahmed 2018], a strengthened
version of the gradual guarantees. GrInd achieves decidable type-checking, fully embeds CIC, and
satisﬁes the gradual guarantees. As with GCIC, we deﬁne GrInd’s semantics using a gradual cast
calculus, and prove decidable type-checking using simulation by CIC. However, GCIC’s version
of gradual propositional equality is inhabited for every pair of terms, regardless of whether they
are consistent, and safety is ensured using casts when eliminating an equality proof. So for sort,
no error is raised when wrong-sized output is given, only when that output is accessed in an unsafe way. Our version of gradual propositional equality keeps information through the run of a
program, allowing more eager reporting of when gradual values do not match their types.
Our Contribution to Gradual Dependent Types.
This work contributes to the theoretical foundations of gradual dependent types, helping fulﬁll
the goals and address the challenges above. We present GrInd, a gradual dependently-typed language with inductive families. Accompanying GrInd are proofs of important metatheoretic properties: decidable type-checking, and the criteria for principled gradual typing, namely safety and
the gradual guarantees [Siek et al. 2015].
Our work has applied and theoretical contributions. Our applied contribution is a gradual
dependently typed language with run-time checking of equality constraints. With static dependent
types, the propositional equality t1 ≡T t2 type denotes proofs that t1 and t2 are equal. In GrInd, the
programmer can prove t1  T t2 for any consistent t1 and t2 . We call this propositional consistency,
since it relaxes equality to accommodate imprecision. Our insight is to implement propositional
consistency between two terms by tracking evidence that the two terms are consistent, akin to
the AGT [Garcia et al. 2016] or threesomes [Siek and Wadler 2010] approach. This evidence is
represented by a third term at least as precise as both terms. New evidence can be composed with
existing evidence. We propose that, for variables, this composition should be deferred until they
have concrete values, since this allows equalities to be checked lazily as the program executes, as
well as allowing us to prove important properties of GrInd.
Our theoretical contribution is a proof that GrInd satisﬁes both the gradual guarantees and
decidable type-checking, which have never previously been achieved for a dependently-typed language with inductive types. Our insight is that these metatheoretic properties can be proven in
a language with propositional consistency by carefully deﬁning what it means for one term to be
more precise than another. We establish decidable type-checking via the termination of approximate normalization using a syntactic model in the style of Boulier et al. [2017]. That is, we provide
a type-preserving translation to a strongly normalizing language, and establish a simulation between the dynamic semantics. This allows the semantics of GrInd to be understood through the
well-known Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC) [Paulin-Mohring 2015], and provides a path
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Fig. 1. Relationships between calculi in this paper

towards implementation. To establish that the gradual guarantees are compatible with evolving
evidence of propositional consistency, we deﬁne algebraic precision. Algebraic precision extends
the usual syntactic precision relation with laws about how evidence of consistency is composed
in GrInd, and with laws relating casts between diﬀerent types. We show that normalizing GrInd
terms preserves algebraic precision, and that reducing algebraic precision of a type preserves its
consistency with other types.
Road map and Calculi. To mitigate the complexity of our development, we present several languages, progressing from a small language to one with inductive types. Fig. 1 shows the relationship between these languages.
First we gradualize StIf (§2), a subset of CIC with dependent functions, a universe hierarchy,
booleans, and conditionals. We add ? to obtain GrIf, our ﬁrst gradual surface language (§3), which
replaces type equality with type consistency. We deﬁne the dynamic semantics of GrIf terms by
elaboration to CastIf, which extends GrIf with explicit casts (§§4 and 5). We then develop StEq,
GrEq, and CastEq, which introduce propositional equality to StIf, GrIf and CastIf respectively
(§8). For the static and gradual languages, we need only the usual reﬂ constructor, but for CastEq
we must keep evidence of propositional equality between two terms. To compose evidence, we
also add an explicit composition operator in CastEq.
We use propositional consistency to add support for inductive types (§8.3): StEq, GrEq and
CastEq become StInd, GrInd, and CastInd.
In addition to deﬁning these languages, we develop their metatheory. We ﬁrst show the results
for GrIf and CastIf, but they are easily extended to GrEq/CastEq and GrInd/CastInd. We present
a precision relation in §6 and prove the gradual guarantees.
Likewise, we show the termination of approximate normalization by a syntactic model (§7),
where we translate the cast calculi to StIR, which is StInd (i.e. predicative, non-cumulative CIC)
extended with inductive-recursive types [Dybjer and Setzer 2003]. Operationally, the reader may
think of StIR as being Agda [Norell 2009]. A mechanization of the translation in Agda is ongoing.
2

STIF: THE STATIC STARTING LANGUAGE

We begin with StIf, a Static language with If-else branching, from which we progress to GrInd.
StIf is a small subset of CIC [Paulin-Mohring 2015] with dependent functions, booleans with nondependent conditionals, and a hierarchy of type universes. For simplicity, we omit cumulativity
Proc. ACM Program. Lang., Vol. 37, No. 4, Article 111. Publication date: July 2021.
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Γ⊢t⇒T

Γ⊢t⇐V

(Synthesis)

SVar

Γ(x) = T
Γ⊢x⇒T

(Checking)
STF

SType

SBool

Γ ⊢ Typeℓ ⇒ Type1+ℓ

Γ ⊢ B ⇒ Type0

b ∈ {true, false}
Γ⊢b⇒B

SAscr

SApp

SConv

Γ ⊢ T ⇒ Typeℓ
Γ ⊢ T −→𝜂∗ V : Typeℓ
Γ⊢t⇐V

Γ ⊢ T ⇒ Typeℓ
Γ ⊢ t0 ⇒ T
Γ ⊢ T −→𝜂∗ (x : V1 ) → V2 : Typeℓ
Γ ⊢ t1 ⇐ V1

Γ⊢t⇒T
Γ : V ⇒ Typeℓ
Γ ⊢ T ⇐ Typeℓ
Γ ⊢ T−→𝜂∗ V′ : Typeℓ
V =𝛼 V′

Γ ⊢ t :: T ⇒ T

Γ ⊢ t0 t1 ⇒ [t1 /x]V2

Γ⊢t⇐V

SPi

Γ ⊢ T1 ⇒ Typeℓ1
(x : T1 )Γ ⊢ T2 ⇒ Typeℓ2

SIf

Γ ⊢ t1 ⇐ B
Γ ⊢ t2 ⇐ V Γ ⊢ t3 ⇐ V

Γ ⊢ (x : T1 ) → T2 ⇒ Typemax(ℓ1 ,ℓ2 )

SLam

(x : V1 )Γ ⊢ t ⇐ V2
Γ ⊢ 𝜆x. t ⇐ (x : V1 ) → V2

Γ ⊢ if t1 t2 t3 ⇐ V

t1 { t2 (Reduction) Γ ⊢ t −→𝜂 v : T (𝜂-expansion, non-structural rules)

((𝜆x. t2 ) :: (x : T1 ) → T2 ) t1 {𝛽 ( [t1 /x]t2 ) ::[t1 /x]T2
if false t1 t2 {false t2

Γ ⊢ t −→𝜂∗ v : T (Normalization)

if true t1 t2 {true t1

t :: T {:: t when t ∈ {true, false, B, Typeℓ }

EtaNe

(x : V 1 )Γ ⊢ N x −→𝜂 v : V2

t −→∗ v′

Γ ⊢ N −→𝜂 𝜆(x : V1 ). v : (x : V1 ) → V2

Γ ⊢ v′ −→𝜂 v : V

Γ ⊢ t −→𝜂∗ v : V

Fig. 2. StIf: Static and Dynamic Semantics

and subtyping. We use StIf to introduce the structure of a gradual surface language (§3) and cast
calculus (§4).
2.1 Syntax and Typing
StIf includes universes, variables, type ascriptions, function types, functions, applications, booleans,
and if-else branching. The dependent function type (x : T1 ) → T2 is like a normal function type,
but the variable x is bound, and may occur in T2 to refer to the function argument value. Normal
and neutral terms are a mutually-recursively deﬁned subset of terms: normal terms cannot be further evaluated, and neutral terms are those normal terms that are immediately blocked because
they eliminate a variable.
Term ∋ t, T
Normal ∋ v, V
Neutral ∋ N

F
F
F

Typeℓ | x | t :: T | (x : T1 ) → T2 | 𝜆x. t | t1 t2 | B | true | false | if t1 t2 t3
N | Typeℓ | v :: V | (x : V1 ) → V2 | 𝜆x. v | B | true | false
x | N v | if N v2 v3

The type system (Fig. 2) follow a bidirectional style [Pierce and Turner 2000]: synthesis treats
the type as outputs, while checking takes as input a type and checks a term against it. We are
very precise about where we normalize: before checking against a type (SApp, SAscr), and at the
synthesis-checking boundary (Conv).
The bidirectional style simpliﬁes the process of adding gradual types to StIf (§3), since we can
check for consistency at the synthesis-checking boundary. Additionally, it allows top-level type
annotations to provide information for deeper terms, so the can write fewer annotation.
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The rules SApp and SConv enable types to depend on terms. SApp allows the type of an application to depend on the argument’s value: to synthesize an application’s type, we synthesize a type
for the function, normalize it to a function type, and check the argument against the domain. The
return type is the codomain, but with the bound parameter replaced by the concrete argument.
SConv accounts for computation in types: a term checks against a type if it synthesizes a type
that normalizes to (is convertible with) the checked type, modulo 𝛼-equivalence.
The remaining rules are standard. Variables synthesize types from the context (SVar). The
type B synthesizes Type0 (SBool), while functions synthesize the greater universe of the domain
and codomain universes (SPi). Each universe synthesizes a universe one level up (SType), while
booleans synthesize B (STF). If-expressions check against a type if the scrutinee is boolean and
both branches check against that type (SIf), and functions check against a function type if their
bodies check against the return type in a context extended with the argument’s type.
2.2 Semantics
We describe the semantics of StIf as the compatible closure of a set of reductions. Each reduction
corresponds to an elimination form in our language or the removal of a redundant annotation. The
core reduction rules are deﬁned as a relation _{_ ⊆ Term × Term, which we specify in Fig. 2. The
reductions are standard,
including 𝛽 reductions, if-branching, and removal of redundant ascriptions.
StIf enjoys conﬂuence and strong normalization, so we do not need evaluation contexts. Instead,
we deﬁne a contextual step relation _−→_ ⊆ Term × Term which applies a single reduction to any
sub-term. The multi-step relation _−→∗_ ⊆ Term × Term is the reﬂexive-transitive closure of −→.
Since normal forms do not reduce, T −→∗ V denotes the maximally reduced form of T.
As a ﬁnal consideration, we wish f : V1 → V2 to be equivalent to 𝜆x. f x when compared in e.g.
Cong. We 𝜂-expand normal forms before comparing them syntactically.
Figure 2 includes the standard type-directed 𝜂-expansion rules: a neutral term (possibly a variable) with a function type is expanded into a 𝜆-abstraction. Structural rules (omitted) mirror the
structure of the typing rules. Note that 𝜂-expansion only takes normal forms, which simpliﬁes the
reasoning about conﬂuence.
The 𝜂-rules provide the ﬁnal piece we need to fully deﬁne our normalization relation Γ ⊢ t −→𝜂∗ v : T:
a term is contextually reduced until it is in normal form, then 𝜂-expanded (Fig. 2).
3

GRIF: THE SURFACE LANGUAGE

With our static starting point deﬁned, we now turn to GrIf, a Gradual language with If-else branching. In this section, we give the syntax of GrIf, along with some typing intuitions. The idea behind
GrIf is that a term checks against any type that is consistent with the type it synthesizes. Because
these conversions are implicit, we elaborate them into a calculus with explicit casts (§4), for which
a dynamic semantics is easily deﬁned.
We denote GrIf terms with the metavariables s and S. Compared to StIf, GrIf diﬀers only by the
introduction of ?@ℓ , that is, the unknown term ascribed with the level of its type. Using bidirectional typing means that the programmer need not ascribe ? with its precise type. We conjecture
that level annotations can be inferred in practice, and write ? when the level is not relevant.
Term ⊆ GTerm ∋ s, S +F ?@ℓ

The key feature of GrIf is that, whenever StIf compares types for equality, GrIf instead compares
them for consistency, which allows the programmer to use ? to express type imprecision. Because
a we need to explicitly track type information to ensure safety, we cannot deﬁne a semantics for
Proc. ACM Program. Lang., Vol. 37, No. 4, Article 111. Publication date: July 2021.
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Γ⊢s⇒S

Γ ⊢ s ⇐ S (Checking and Synthesis) GVar, GType, GBool, GTF, GIf: analogous to StIf

GLam

S ∗ (x : S1 ) → S2
(x : S1 )· ⊢ s ⇐ S2
· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ··
· ⊢ 𝜆x. s ⇐ S
GAscr (GPi follows same pattern)

S2 ∗ Typeℓ
·⊢s⇐S
· ⊢ S ⇒ S2
· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ··
· ⊢ s :: S ⇒ S

GApp

S ∗ (x : S1 ) → S2
· ⊢ s1 ⇐ S1
· ⊢ s0 ⇒ S
· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ··
· ⊢ s0 s1 ⇒ [s1 /x]S2
GConv

· ⊢ s ⇒ S′
S ∗ S′
· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ··
·⊢s⇐S

GUnk

· ⊢ S ⇐ Typeℓ
· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ··
· ⊢ ?@ℓ ⇐ S

Fig. 3. GrIf: Admissible Type Judgment Properties

GrIf directly. However, the StIf typing rules depend on the semantics (e.g SConv), so we cannot
gradualize them without a dynamic semantics.
Instead, we defer the deﬁnition of GrIf’s type system until §5, but present here admissible rules
conveying the essence of GrIf typing (Fig. 3). In place of equality, we use ∗ , syntactic consistency modulo conversion, whose deﬁnition we defer until §5. Roughly, T1 ∗ T2 means that T1 and
T2 normalize to values that are equal up to occurrences of ?. These type rules can be viewed as
programmer-friendly explanation of GrIf typing. We can also view it as a list of desiderata for
GrIf’s full type system. Indeed, the full type system for GrIf admits each rule as a lemma.
The GUnk rule allows ?@ℓ to check against any type, so long as that type has the correct level.
The main rule is GConv, where the equality check of SConv is replaced by a consistency check. In
particular, this ensures that any term that synthesizes a type checks against ?@ℓ . Similarly, GLam
allows functions to check against arrow types or ?@ℓ , which is also consistent with an arrow type.
In GAscr, instead of requiring that the type synthesize Typeℓ , we require that it synthesize
a type consistent with Typeℓ . We omit rule GPi, but it uses the same relaxation as SPi. GApp
allows applications whose functions synthesize a type consistent with a function type, and use
that function type to determine the synthesized result.
4 CASTIF: A GRADUAL CAST CALCULUS
Much of the subtlety of gradual dependent types lies in deﬁning the run-time semantics. Because
types depend on terms and type-checking normalizes terms, the dynamic semantics deeply aﬀect
typing. Here we deﬁne CastIf, a Cast calculus with If-else branching. CastIf features type imprecision while introducing explicit casts. Given these casts, we deﬁne a static and dynamic semantics
for CastIf. The dynamic semantics for the surface language GrIf is deﬁned by elaboration to CastIf.
4.1 Syntax
We denote CastIf terms using the metavariables t and T. The syntax for CastIf is mostly the same
as StIf, with changes highlighted in grey .
CTerm ∋ t, T

F

?T | ℧T | hhiℓ t | hT2 ⇐ T1 it | (𝜆x : T . t) | if

TypeTag ∋ h

F

| (x : T1 ) → T2 | t1 t2 | B | true | false | Typeℓ | x
Π | B | Type
Tag ∋ H F h | 𝜆 | true | false

T

t1 t2 t3

Conditionals and functions have type annotations: some reductions produce casts that require
dynamic type information. ?T is the unknown term of type T, and ℧T , the error term of type T.
These are the least and most precise terms of type T respectively. Unlike with GrIf, we explicitly
ascribe ? with its type, though its universe level can be synthesized from the ascribed type. Casts
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L 1 ℓ : Tag → CTerm

tagOf : CTerm ⇀ Tag

typeTagOf : CTerm ⇀ TypeTag

tagOf (true) = true

typeTagOf (true) = B

tagOf (false) = false

typeTagOf (false) = B

L 1 ℓ (B) = B

tagOf ((𝜆x : T. v)) = 𝜆

typeTagOf ((𝜆x : T. v)) = Π

L 1 ℓ (Type) = Typeℓ

tagOf ((x : V1 ) → V2 ) = Π
tagOf (B) = B

typeTagOf ((x : V1 ) → V2 ) = Type L 1 ℓ6Π : Tag ⇀ CTerm
typeTagOf (B) = Type
L 1 (Π) undeﬁned

tagOf (Typeℓ ) = Type

typeTagOf (Typeℓ ) = Type

L 1 ℓ (Π) = (x : ?Typeℓ ) → ?Typeℓ

ℓ6Π

1

L ℓ6Π (h) = L 1 ℓ (h) o/w

Fig. 4. Tags and Unknown Types for Terms

Γ⊢t⇒T

Γ ⊢ t ⇐ V(Synthesis and Checking) CVar, CType, CBool, CTF, CPi, CApp: same as StIf

CConv

Γ ⊢ t ⇒ T′
Γ ⊢ T′ ⇒ Typeℓ
Γ ⊢ T ⇐ Typeℓ
∗
Γ ⊢ T −→𝜂 V : Typeℓ
Γ ⊢ T′ −→𝜂∗ V : Typeℓ
Γ⊢t⇐T

CCast

Γ ⊢ T1 ⇒ Typeℓ

Γ ⊢ t ⇐ T1

Γ ⊢ t ⇐ L 1 ℓ6Π (h)

Γ ⊢ hhiℓ t ⇒ ?Typeℓ

Γ ⊢ t1 ⇐ B
Γ ⊢ t2 ⇐ T
CLam

Γ ⊢ T2 ⇐ Typeℓ

Γ ⊢ hT2 ⇐ T1 it ⇒ T2
CTag

CIf

CTagFun

Γ ⊢ T ⇒ Typeℓ
Γ ⊢ t3 ⇐ T

Γ ⊢ ifT t1 t2 t3 ⇒ T
(x : T1 )Γ ⊢ t ⇒ T2

Γ ⊢ (𝜆x : T1 . t) ⇒ (x : T1 ) → T2
CUnk

CErr

Γ ⊢ v ⇐ ?Typeℓ

Γ ⊢ T ⇒ Typeℓ

Γ ⊢ T ⇒ Typeℓ

Γ ⊢ hΠiℓ (𝜆x : ?Typeℓ . v) ⇒ ?Typeℓ

Γ ⊢ ?T ⇒ T

Γ ⊢ ℧T ⇒ T

Fig. 5. CastIf: Typing

from T1 to T2 are written hT2 ⇐ T1 it. Tagged terms hhiℓ t construct elements of ?Typeℓ . If the type
of t has tag h, then we inject t into the unknown type ?Typeℓ by tagging it.
The metafunction typeTagOf gives the tag its type must have if it is well typed (Fig. 4). We also
deﬁne tagOf to get a term’s constructor, which is useful in §8.
Normal and neutral terms are similar to those of StIf. Terms ?T and ℧T are normal when T is,
and wrapping a normal term in hhiℓ produces a normal term. Casts cannot reduce when either
the term or the types are neutral. There are a few exceptions to this: casting ℧V reduces to ℧T for
target type T, and casting to or from ℧Typeℓ reduces to ℧. Likewise, a neutral term is cast between
function types by 𝜂-expanding. Casting a neutral term to ?Typeℓ reduces by wrapping in hhiℓ when
the source type is not neutral, or produces the original term when the source type is ?Typeℓ . All
reduction rules are given in §4.3.
v, V F ?V | ℧V | hhiℓ v | N | Typeℓ | (𝜆x : T. v) | (x : V1 ) → V2 | B | true | false
N F x | N v | ifV N v2 v3 | hV⇐Niv6℧ | hN⇐Viv6℧ | hV6℧6?6Π⇐V6℧6?6Π iN | hV6℧6?⇐ ?Typeℓ iN
where
4.2

v6℧ , V6℧ is v without ℧V ,

V6℧6? is V6℧ without ?V ,

V6℧6?6Π is V6℧6? without (x : V1 ) → V2

Typing

Typing for CastIf, given in Fig. 5, is similar to StIf. However, the addition of type annotations means
that all forms can synthesize, and since conversion is the only checking rule, we check against
non-normal types. All casts are explicit, so we need not reason about consistency, although casts
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between inconsistent types produce ℧. CLam and CIf are synthesis versions of the StIf rules, and
CConv ensures synthesized and input types have the same normal form. In CUnk and CErr, ? and
℧ synthesize their ascriptions. In CCast, hT2 ⇐ T1 it synthesizes T2 , provided t checks against T1 .
Finally, there are rules that synthesize ?Typeℓ . Tag injects a value of non-function type ?Typeℓ
if it is tagged accordingly. The term is typed against a level-1 unknown type, written L 1 , which
is the least precise type with the given tag (Fig. 4). The name level-1 type refers to the depth of
knowledge we have about the type: ? is a level-0 imprecise type (zero knowledge), ? → ? is level-1
imprecise type, etc. When casting to ?, we always cast through the corresponding L 1 type ﬁrst. L 1
is trivial for B and Typeℓ , but is relevant with the introduction of inductive types. TagFun allows
a function to be injected into ?Typeℓ , provided that the function does not refer to its argument This
assumption is critical for ensuring that functions are properly approximated before being cast to
type ?Typeℓ .
4.3

Semantics

Reductions. CastIf’s reductions (Fig. 6) come in three groups. First, we have rules inherited from
StIf: True, False and 𝛽. Second, we have the unknown- and error-producing rules 𝛽?, 𝛽℧, If?
and If℧, which are versions of the StIf rules for ? and ℧. Unlike eager exceptions, an expression
containing ℧ might not reduce to ℧, such as when it is passed to a function ignoring its argument.
The remaining rules are for casts, labeled according to their source and destination types. To?
does casts from non-functions to ? by casting through the level-1 type and aﬃxing a tag. For
functions, ?Π injects a function into ?Typeℓ . To ensure termination, we create a 𝜆-abstraction that
ignores its argument and produces the least precise value in the image of the original function.
Since this upper bound has type [?T1 /x]T2 , we cast that result into ?Typeℓ . As we show in §6, all
functions in CastIf are monotone, so applying ?T1 yields the least precise value in the function’s
image. The remaining rules handle trivial casts from a type to itself, as well as casts that produce
℧, either from ℧ in the source, destination, or cast term, or from casting when tags do not match.
Finally, ΠΠ casts between function types by producing a new function that casts its argument to
the source domain, applies the given function, then casts to the target codomain. Because function
types are dependent, we cast the argument when computing the target return type.
𝜂-Expansion. 𝜂-expansion is largely the same as in StIf, but must account for ? and ℧ :
(x : V1 ) ⊢ V2 −→𝜂 V ′
Γ ⊢ ? (x:V1 )→V2 −→𝜂 (𝜆x : V1 . ?V′ ) : (x : V1 ) → V2

Γ ⊢ ℧ (x:V1 )→V2 −→𝜂 (𝜆x : V1 . ℧V′ ) : (x : V1 ) → V2

These rules allow normalization to reﬂect the behavioral equivalence of ? (x:V1 )→V2 to 𝜆x : V1 . ?V2 and ℧ (x:V1 )→V2
to 𝜆x : V. ℧V2 for function types.

4.4

Metatheory: Confluence and Safety

Standard techniques yield the required properties of CastIf, namely conﬂuence, progress and
preservation. By treating ℧ as a value in CastIf, we show that terms are never “stuck”, but some
reach error in a controlled manner.
CastIf is conﬂuent, which is needed to show type preservation:
Lemma 4.1 (Confluence). If t −→∗ t1 and t −→∗ t2 , then t1 −→∗ t3 and t2 −→∗ t3 for some t3 .
Conﬂuence allows us to show canonicity by a direct induction over typing derivations.
Lemma 4.2 (Canonical Forms). Consider v where Γ ⊢ v ⇐ T or Γ ⊢ v ⇒ T.
(1) If T −→∗ (x : T1 ) → T2 , then v is either neutral, ℧ (x:T1 )→T2 , (𝜆x : T1 . v′ ) for some v′ , or
? (x:T1 )→T2 ;
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𝛽,True,False as in StIf
℧ (x:T1 )→T2 t {𝛽℧ ℧ [t/x ]T2

? (x:T1 )→T2 t {𝛽? ? [t/x ]T2
ifT ℧B t1 t2 {If℧ ℧T

ifT ?B t1 t2 {If? ?T
typeTagOf (t) = Type

h?Typeℓ ⇐ ?Typeℓ it {UnkUnk t

hTypeℓ ⇐ Typeℓ it {Type t

tagOf (T1 ) ≠ tagOf (T2 )

h = tagOf (T)

hT2 ⇐ T1 it {tag℧ ℧T2

hT ⇐ ?Typeℓ ihhiℓ t {From? hT ⇐ L 1 ℓ (h)it

h ≠ tagOf (T)

h = tagOf (T)

hT ⇐ ?Typeℓ ihhiℓ t {?℧ ℧T

h?Typeℓ ⇐ Tit {To? hhiℓ (hL 1 ℓ6Π (h) ⇐ Tit)

typeTagOf (t) = B
hB ⇐ Bit {BB t

hT ⇐ ℧Typeℓ it {From℧ ℧T

hT2 ⇐ T1 i℧T1 {Cast℧ ℧T2

h℧Typeℓ ⇐ Tit {To℧ ℧℧Typeℓ
h?Typeℓ ⇐ (y : T1 ) → T2 it {?Π hΠiℓ (𝜆x : ?Typeℓ . h?Typeℓ ⇐ [?T1 /y]T2 i(t ?T1 ))
h(x :

T1′ ) → T2′

⇐ (y : T1 ) → T2 it {ΠΠ (𝜆x : T1′ .hT2′ ⇐ [hT1 ⇐ T1′ ix/y]T2 i(t (hT1 ⇐ T1′ ix)))
Fig. 6. CastIf: Reductions

(2) If T −→∗ B, then v is neutral, ?B , ℧B , true or false;
(3) If and T −→∗ Typeℓ , then v is neutral, or one of ?Typeℓ , ℧Typeℓ , B, Typeℓ−1 (if ℓ > 0), or
(x : V1 ) → V2 .
Corollary 4.3 (Progress). If Γ ⊢ t : T, then t is a normal form, or t −→ t′ for some t′ .
The ﬁnal piece of the safety puzzle is showing that each reduction step preserves types.
Lemma 4.4 (Preservation). If Γ ⊢ tstart : T and tstart −→ tend then Γ ⊢ tend : T.
These together allow us to show type safety for CastIf:
Theorem 4.5 (Type Safety). If Γ ⊢ t : T, then either t diverges, or t −→∗ v where Γ ⊢ v : T.
Type safety is not the only important property of a gradual language. We prove the gradual
guarantees and decidability of type-checking in §§6 and 7 respectively.
5

SURFACE TYPING AND ELABORATION

The trickiness of typing GrIf is that we want to consider types equivalent whenever they have
consistent normal forms. GrIf does not have to specify its dynamic semantics: this was precisely
why we deﬁned CastIf. Following Lennon-Bertrand et al. [2020], we express the typing of GrIf
terms in terms of CastIf types. To type applications of dependent functions, we elaborate GrIf
terms into CastIf, which are substituted into the appropriate types.
We combine the typing and elaboration of GrIf terms. Once again, we use bidirectional typing.
Γ ⊢ s _ t ⇐ V means that surface term s elaborates to CastIf term t when checked against
normalized CastIf type V, while Γ ⊢ s _ t ⇒ T expresses that s elaborates to t while synthesizing
(possibly non-normal) type T.
In several places, we must check that a given GrIf term is a type. However, in GrIf, such a term
might synthesize ?Type1+ℓ , which is consistent with, but not equal to, Typeℓ . We write Γ ⊢ s _ t :
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Γ⊢s_t⇒T

Γ⊢s_t⇐T

Γ ⊢ S _ T : Type ⇒ℓ (Synthesis, Checking and Level Synthesis)

EVar,EType,EBool,ETF,ELam,EIf: straightforward adaptations from StIf
EAscr (EPi similar)

EConsistent

EConv

Γ ⊢ S _ T : Type ⇒ℓ
Γ ⊢ T −→𝜂∗ V : Typeℓ
Γ⊢s_t⇐V

Γ ⊢ s _ t ⇒ T Γ ⊢ T ⇒ Typeℓ
Γ ⊢ T −→𝜂∗ V′ : Typeℓ
Γ ⊢ V : Typeℓ V  V′

Γ⊢s_t⇒T
Γ ⊢ t ⇒ Typeℓ
Γ ⊢ T −→𝜂∗ V : Typeℓ V  V

Γ ⊢ s :: S _ t ⇒ T

Γ ⊢ s _ hV ⇐ V′ it ⇐ V

Γ⊢s_t⇐V

ELamUnk

EUnk

(x : ?Typeℓ )Γ ⊢ s _ t ⇐ ?Typeℓ

Γ ⊢ V ⇒ Typeℓ

Γ ⊢ 𝜆x. s _ h?Typeℓ ⇐ ?Typeℓ → ?Typeℓ i(𝜆x : ?Typeℓ . t) ⇐ ?Typeℓ

Γ ⊢ ?@ℓ _ ?V ⇐ V

EAppUnk

Γ ⊢ s0 _ t0 ⇒ T0 T0 −→∗ ?Typeℓ

ELevel

Γ ⊢ S _ T ⇒ T′

Γ ⊢ s1 _ t1 ⇐ ?Typeℓ

Γ ⊢ s0 s1 _ (h?Typeℓ →?Typeℓ ⇐ ?Typeℓ it0 ) t1 ⇒ ?Typeℓ

T −→∗ Typeℓ

Γ ⊢ S _ T : Type ⇒ℓ

EApp

Γ ⊢ s0 _ t0 ⇒ T0 Γ ⊢ T0 ⇒ Typeℓ
Γ ⊢ T0 −→𝜂∗ (x : V1 ) → V2
Γ ⊢ s1 _ t1 ⇐ V1
Γ ⊢ s0 s1 _ t0 t1 ⇒ [t1 /x]V2

EUnkLevel

Γ ⊢ S _ T ⇒ T′

T ′ −→∗ ?Type1+ℓ

Γ ⊢ S _ hTypeℓ ⇐ ?Type1+ℓ iT : Type ⇒ℓ

Fig. 7. GrIf: Elaboration

Type ⇒ℓ to check that a term’s type is consistent with Typeℓ for some ℓ, with elaboration t, where
the level ℓ is synthesized.
The elaboration rules are given in Fig. 7. We omit the direct adaptations from StIf, including
ELam and EIf which use the type against which they check to generate the elaboration’s ascriptions.
In EUnk, ?@ℓ checks against any type with the correct level. The level ascription is necessary
to avoid Girard’s paradox [Coquand 1986]. EConv checks a term against the type it synthesizes,
and EConsistent checks a term against a type whose normal form is consistent with its synthesized type. We insert the appropriate cast to give the elaborated term the correct type. EConv is
redundant compared with EConsistent, but can be seen as an optimization since it generates no
casts. EApp works like SApp, but substitutes the elaboration of the argument to obtain the correct
return type. The rules EAppUnk and ELamUnk account for the fact that functions may have type
?Typeℓ , since it is consistent with function types. They insert the appropriate casts to ? → ? in their
elaborations. Likewise, EAscr checks that the ascription’s type is consistent with Typeℓ for some
ℓ.
With elaboration deﬁned in terms of CastIf types, we deﬁne typing for GrIf terms and types:
· ⊢ S _ T : Type ⇒ℓ

·⊢s_t⇐T

·⊢s:S

A GrIf term is well typed if its type elaborates at some level, and the term elaborates and checks
against the elaborated type. The rules of Fig. 3 hold as lemmas for this relation, with the minor
modiﬁcation that types are elaborated before they are added to the type environment.
The key property of elaboration is that it produces well typed CastIf expressions.
Lemma 5.1 (Elaboration Preserves Typing). If Γ ⊢ s _ t ⇐ T or Γ ⊢ s _ t ⇒ T, then
Γ ⊢ t ⇐ T. Likewise, if Γ ⊢ S _ T : Type ⇒ℓ , then Γ ⊢ T ⇐ Typeℓ .
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We also want StIf to conservatively extend GrIf. There is a trivial embedding of StIf into GrIf,
since each syntactic construct of StIf appears in GrIf.
Likewise, there is a direct
embedding of well-typed StIf terms into CastIf. We write ⌈t⌉ and ⌊t⌋ to denote the embeddings
of t from StIf into CastIf and GrIf respectively.
Lemma 5.2 (Conservative Extension of StIf). · ⊢ t ⇐ V iﬀ · ⊢ ⌈t⌉ : ⌊V⌋. Moreover, if · ⊢ t ⇐ V
and t −→𝜂∗ v : V then ⌊t⌋ −→𝜂∗ ⌊v⌋ : ⌊V⌋
In §7 we prove strong normalization for CastIf, from which we show decidability of GrIf typing.
Lemma 5.3 (Decidable Type Checking). Given s and S, it is decidable whether · ⊢ s : S.
As a ﬁnal consideration, we describe exact run-time semantics for GrIf programs. Approximate
normalization is well-suited to normalizing types, but the actual execution of programs should be
exact. Thankfully, exact execution is obtained with simple modiﬁcations to CastIf: CLamUnk lets
tagged functions refer to their bodies, ?Π is removed, and To? is relaxed to work on function types.
The key to decidable type-checking is that elaboration (Fig. 7) and CastIf typing (Fig. 5) still use
approximate normalization to normalize types.
6

PRECISION, CONSISTENCY, AND THE GRADUAL GUARANTEES

The elaboration from GrIf to CastIf refers to a consistency relation  that extended equality to
account for imprecision. However, deﬁning such a relation raises several challenges. There is a
delicate balance between ensuring that consistency is decidable, proving the gradual guarantees,
and keeping CastIf simple to prove type checking terminates. Our choices must be ﬂexible enough
to accommodate the evidence of equality from §8. In this section, we deﬁne a precision relation on
CastIf terms, and use it to establish the relationship between the syntactic precision of GrIf terms
and the consistency of their CastIf types. We begin by explaining the delicate balance between the
above criteria, and summarizing our strategy for achieving that balance. We then deﬁne precision
and consistency relations for CastIf (§§6.2 and 6.3) and establish the relationship between them
(§6.4), which yields the gradual guarantees as a corollary.
6.1 Balancing Decidability and the Gradual Guarantees
In most gradually-typed languages, consistency is deﬁned as equality up to occurrences of ?. However, because of the type-term overlap in GrIf and the desire to consider the consistency modulo
normalization, elaboration to CastIf uses CastIf types, for which we have a dynamic semantics.
But CastIf has casts, which our consistency relation must take into account.
Moreover, in order for the static gradual guarantee (SGG) to hold, there must be an intimate
relationship between consistency and precision. For non-dependent gradual types, type precision
can be deﬁned in terms of consistency: T ⊑ T′ , ∀T′′ . T′′  T′ ⇒ T′′  T. The SGG follows
from showing that syntactically precision-related terms have precision-related types. However,
dependent types break this approach: types may contain terms, so we need a precision relation
for arbitrary terms, that a priori preserves consistency as precision is lost. Rules like EConsistent normalize terms, so precision-related terms must relate to precision-related values i.e. the
dynamic gradual guarantee (DGG) must hold. EApp uses elaborated terms in the synthesized types,
so precision-related GrIf terms must have related elaborations.
However, the syntactic approach does not scale to gradual dependent types, particularly when
we need to treat terms as evidence of equality, and compose that evidence. Consider (1 + x) ⊓T (1 + y),
the composition of 1 + x and 1 + y. For this to be valid evidence that 1 + x and 1 + y are consistent, it
should be more precise than either, but this does not hold with syntactic precision. Precision must
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Γ ⊢ t1 ⊑𝐶 t2 (Algebraic Precision: Generating and Structural Rules)
PrecCongApp
PrecGenUnk

PrecGenErr

Γ ⊢ t⇒ V
Γ ⊢ T −→𝜂∗ V

Γ⊢T
V
Γ ⊢ t⇒ V

Γ ⊢ t ⊑𝐶 ?T

Γ ⊢ ℧T ⊑𝐶 t

∗

PrecCongPi

Γ ⊢ T1 ⊑𝐶 T1′

−→𝜂∗
∗

Γ ⊢ t1 ⇒∗ (x : V1 ) → V2
[t2 /x]V2 −→∗ T
Γ ⊢ t1 ⊑𝐶 t1′

Γ ⊢ hT′ ⇐ Ti(t1 t2 ) ⊑𝐶 t1′ t2′

(x : T1′ )Γ ⊢ [hT1 ⇐ T1′ ix/x]T2 ⊑𝐶 T2′

Γ ⊢ (x : T1 ) → T2 ⊑𝐶 (x : T1′ ) → T2′
PrecCongLam

PrecCongTag

(x : T)Γ ⊢ t1 ⊑𝐶 t2

Γ ⊢ t1 ⊑𝐶 t2

Γ ⊢ 𝜆x :T. t1 ⊑𝐶 𝜆x :T. t2

Γ ⊢ hhiℓ t1 ⊑𝐶 hhiℓ t2

Γ ⊢ t1′ ⇒∗ (x : V1 ) → V2
[t2′ /x]V2 −→∗ T′
Γ ⊢ t2 ⊑𝐶 t2′

PrecCongCast

Γ ⊢ t ⊑𝐶 t′

Γ ⊢ hT2 ⇐ T1 it ⊑𝐶 hT2 ⇐ T1 it′
PrecCongIf

Γ ⊢ t1 ⊑𝐶 t1′

Γ ⊢ t2 ⊑𝐶 t2′

Γ ⊢ t3 ⊑𝐶 t3′

Γ ⊢ ifT t1 t2 t3 ⊑𝐶 ifT t1′ t2′ t3′

Fig. 8. Algebraic Precision for CastIf: Generating and Structural Rules

reﬂect the behavioral property that the composition is more precise for any x and y. Similarly, we
need some behavioral properties of casts to show that elaboration is monotone in the elaborated
term. However, precision cannot include all behavioral properties: if precision relates all observationally equivalent terms, then all observationally equivalent terms should be consistent, which
would either make consistency undecidable or too coarse to exclude distinct static terms.
We design a new precision relation to compare cast-calculus terms, called algebraic precision
because, in addition to the usual syntactic rules, it has axioms describing the behavior of casts
and compositions. We show that the elaborations of syntactic precision-related terms are related
by algebraic precision. These in turn evaluate to precision-related terms i.e. the dynamic gradual
guarantee. Reducing a term’s algebraic precision keeps it consistent with everything the original
term was consistent with, which lets us prove the static gradual guarantee.
Moreover, algebraic precision provides a principled framework for reasoning about the precision
of casts. The return type of a dependent function application depends on the value of its argument,
so terms related by syntactic precision may not have the same type. With algebraic precision such
terms are compared by casting one to the type of the other: the algebraic laws establish a Galois
connection between these casts, so precision holds regardless of which term we cast.
6.2

Precision

Figures 8 and 9 deﬁne algebraic precision by generating rules, structural rules, and axioms. We use
⇒∗ as a shorthand for synthesizing then normalizing a type. ?T and ℧T are the least and greatest
terms with type T (PrecGenUnk, PrecGenErr). PrecCongLam, PrecCongTag and PrecCongIf
are straightforward structural rules. PrecCongCast, allows precision related terms for casts of
the same source and destination type. Casts with diﬀerent sources are compared with the axiomatic
rules below. In PrecCongApp, reducing the precision of the argument may reduce the precision
of the application’s type, so we compare the result of application after casting to the less precise
type. PrecCongPi performs a similar cast, since the bound variables may have diﬀerent types.
The axiomatic rules provide the essential properties for precision. PrecAxUpDown and PrecAxDownUp establish a Galois connection for casts between precision-related types. Casting to
a more precise type, then back, produces the original term, but (possibly) more precise, since new
errors may have been introduced, or ascribed type information made more precise. Conversely,
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Γ ⊢ t1 ⊑𝐶 t2 (Algebraic Precision, axiomatic rules) Γ ⊢ t1 ⊑𝐶∗ t2 (Precision Modulo Normalization)
PrecAxRefl

PrecAxEta

t ⊑𝐶 t

Γ ⊢ h(x : T1′ ) → T2′ ⇐ (x : T1 ) → T2 it ⊑𝐶 𝜆x. hT2′ ⇐ T2 i(t hT1 ⇐ T1′ ix)
PrecAxTrans

PrecAxCastBot

Γ ⊢ t1 ⊑𝐶 t2

hT2 ⇐ T1 i℧T1 ⊑𝐶 ℧T2

PrecAxUpDown

Γ ⊢ t2 ⊑𝐶 t3

Γ ⊢ T1 ⊑𝐶∗ T2

Γ ⊢ t1 ⊑𝐶 t3

Γ ⊢ t ⊑𝐶 hT1 ⇐ T2 ihT2 ⇐ T1 it

PrecAxDownUp

PrecAxIntermed

Γ ⊢ hT2 ⇐ T1 ihT1 ⇐ T2 it ⊑𝐶 t

Γ ⊢ hT′ ⇐ T1 ihT1 ⇐ Tit ⊑𝐶 hT′ ⇐ T2 ihT2 ⇐ Tit

Γ ⊢ T1 ⊑𝐶∗ T2

PrecAxComposeUp

Γ ⊢ T1 ⊑𝐶∗ T2 ⊑𝐶∗ T3

Γ ⊢ hT3 ⇐ T2 ihT2 ⇐ T1 it ⊒⊑𝐶 hT3 ⇐ T1 it

Γ ⊢ T1 ⊑𝐶∗ T2

PrecNorm

T1 −→∗ V1

T2 −→∗ V2

V1 ⊑𝐶 V2

Γ ⊢ T1 ⊑𝐶∗ T2

Fig. 9. Algebraic Precision for CastIf: Axioms and Normalization

casting to a less precise type may lose precision due to an approximation. In both cases, types
must be normalized before comparing for precision.
We also have rules establishing the well-behavedness of precision and casts. Rules PrecAxRefl
and PrecAxTrans provide reﬂexivity and transitivity, which would otherwise be violated by the
addition of axioms.
PrecAxCompose asserts that casting through an intermediate type is equivalent to casting directly, so long as all casts are upcasts. Similarly, PrecAxIntermed asserts that casting through an
intermediate type is monotone with respect to that intermediate type, regardless of the source and
destination.
PrecAxCastBot asserts that ℧ is inescapable: we cannot take ℧ at one type and get a nonerror term by casting it to a diﬀerent type, so ℧ actually behaves like a dynamic error. Finally,
PrecAxEta relates a cast between function types to the 𝜂-expanded version where the argument
and result are cast separately.
Figure 10 gives some rules admitted by axiomatic precision, which help to show why our axioms ensure the well-behavedness of casts. For example, The rules PrecAdAdjR and PrecAdAdjL
establish that, when comparing terms of diﬀerent types, it does not matter whether we cast the
more or less precise term. PrecAdTrivialCast shows that casting from a type to itself produces
an equi-precise result, and PrecAdIsoCast shows that casts between equi-precise types form an
isomorphism (up to equi-precision).
6.3

Consistency

Figure 11 deﬁnes consistency, specifying how we compare terms in the EConsistent elaboration
rule. The rules come in three varieties. First, we have structural rules for each syntactic construct
(except casts). Then, we have the CstUnk rules: because we have an explicit error term ℧, we want
it to be inconsistent with all types, including itself. So we cannot allow all types to be consistent
with ?, but must check that each part is. These rules directly mirror the structural rules.
℧ is not consistent with any terms, even itself. Finally, we have CstCastL, CstCastR, CstTagL
and CstTagR, which ignore casts when comparing for precision.
Our consistency relation is big enough and small enough: we exclude all non-equal static types,
but reduce precision without compromising existing consistencies that hold.
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t1 ⊑𝐶 t2 (Algebraic Precision: Admissible Rules)
PrecAdAdjR

PrecAdAdjL

Γ ⊢ t1 ⊑𝐶 hT1 ⇐ T2 it2
Γ ⊢ T1 ⊑𝐶∗ T2
········· ···· ···· ···· ···· ···· ···· ········
Γ ⊢ hT2 ⇐ T1 it1 ⊑𝐶 t2

Γ ⊢ T1 ⊑𝐶∗ T2
Γ ⊢ hT2 ⇐ T1 it1 ⊑𝐶 t2
··· ···· ·········· ···· ···· ···· ···· ···· ····
Γ ⊢ t1 ⊑𝐶 hT1 ⇐ T2 it2

PrecAdComposeDown

PrecAdIsoCast

Γ ⊢ T1 ⊑𝐶∗ T2 ⊑𝐶∗ T3
· ·· ········ ········ ·· ······ ·· ········ ·· ····
Γ ⊢ hT1 ⇐ T2 ihT2 ⇐ T3 it ⊒⊑𝐶 hT1 ⇐ T3 it

Γ ⊢ T1 ⊒⊑𝐶∗ T2
··· ···· ·· ···· ···· ·· ···· ···· ·· ····
Γ ⊢ t ⊒⊑𝐶 hT1 ⇐ T2 ihT2 ⇐ T1 it

PrecAdTrivialCast

· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ··
Γ ⊢ t ⊒⊑𝐶 hT ⇐ Tit
PrecAdSimpleApp

Γ ⊢ t1′ ⇒∗ V1 → V2
Γ ⊢ t1 ⊑𝐶 t1′
Γ ⊢ t2 ⊑𝐶 t2′
Γ ⊢ t1 ⇒∗ V1 → V2
· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ··
Γ ⊢ t1 t2 ⊑𝐶 t1′ t2′
Fig. 10. Some Admissible Rules Algebraic Precision

v1  v2 (Value Consistency)

CstCastR, CstTagR deﬁned symmetrically

CstUnkBase

CstUnkApp

vis one of ?V′ , x,
Typeℓ , B, true, false
?V  v

CstUnkFlip

CstUnkPi

?V  v

?V  V1

v  ?V
CstBase

?B  N
?V  v2
?V  v1
?V  ifV N v1 v2
V1  V1′

?V 1  v
?V1  𝜆x : V. v

?V  N
?V  v
?V  N v

CstIf

vis one of ?V′ , x,
Typeℓ , B, true, false

v1  v1′
v3  v3′
v2  v2′

CstApp

vv

ifV v1 v2 v3  ifV′ v1′ v2′ v3′

N v  N′ v′

V2  V2′

(x : V1 )→V2  (x :

?V  V2

?V  (x : V1 )→V2

CstUnkIf

CstPi

CstUnkLam

V1′ )→V2′

CstLam

CstCastL

N  N′
v  v′

CstTagL

v1  v2

v1  v2

v1  v2

𝜆x : V1 . v1  𝜆x : V2 . v2

v1  hV2 ⇐ V1 iv2

v1  hhiℓ v2

Fig. 11. Consistency for CastIf

Lemma 6.1 (Consistency of Static Terms Implies 𝛼-Eqivalence). If ⌊v⌋  ⌊v′ ⌋ then v =𝛼 v′ .
Lemma 6.2 (Reducing ⊑𝐶 Preserves ). If v1  v2 , Γ ⊢ v1 ⊑𝐶 v1′ and v2 ⊑𝐶 v2′ then v1′  v1′ .
6.4 Showing the Normalization Guarantee
We have axiomatized precision, but we still must show that those axioms are meaningful. We establish the validity of our axioms by showing that the precision properties established syntactically
reﬂect the precision properties of the values to which they normalize. The proposition takes the
form of the dynamic gradual guarantee, so we call it the Normalization Gradual Guarantee.
Theorem 6.3 (Normalization Gradual Guarantee). If Γ ⊢ t1 : V, Γ ⊢ t2 : V and Γ ⊢ t1 ⊑𝐶 t2 ,
then
Γ ⊢ t1 −→𝜂∗ v1 : V, Γ ⊢ t2 −→𝜂∗ v2 : V, and Γ ⊢ v1 ⊑𝐶 v2 for some v1 , v2 .
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The last deﬁnition we need before stating the SGG is what precision means for GrIf. Normally,
this is deﬁned by lifting t ⊑ ? across each constructor, but we must account for the level ascriptions
on ?, which we do by deﬁning precision in terms of well-typed substitutions.
Deﬁnition 6.4 (Precision for GrIf). Suppose D :: Γ ⊢ [s′ /x]s _ t ⇐ T and D ′ is a sub-derivation
of D, where D ′ :: Γ ′ Γ ⊢ s′ _ t′ ⇒ T′ or D ′ :: Γ ′ Γ ⊢ s′ _ t′ ⇐ T′.
We say that Γ ⊢ [s′ /x]s ⊑𝑆1 [?@ℓ /x]s if Γ ⊢ T′ : Typeℓ .
Then _⊑𝑆 _ is the transitive reﬂexive closure of _⊑𝑆1 _.
We now state the elaboration gradual guarantee, which relates surface term precision to elaboration synthesis and checking. The SGG and DGG follow as corollaries. The proof is omitted for
space, but works by induction, using Theorem 6.3 to relate types’ normalizations, and using the
axioms of algebraic precision to relate terms with casts. The proof never makes use of the assumption that To? does not operate on function types, so the results apply to CastIf’s exact semantics
(§5).
Corollary 6.5 (SGG for GrIf). If ⊢ s : S and s ⊑𝑆 s′ , then ⊢ s′ : S.
Corollary 6.6 ((Semantic) DGG for CastIf). Suppose · ⊢ t : T and · : t′ : T, where · ⊢ t ⊑𝐶 t′ .
Then for any context 𝛾 : T → B, 𝛾 t −→∗ v and 𝛾 t′ −→∗ v′ , where · ⊢ v ⊑𝐶 v′ .
TRANSLATING CASTIF TO STIR

7

The ﬁnal important property of CastIf’s approximate normalization is that each term terminates,
so we know type-checking is decidable. The ultimate result of this section is:
Theorem 7.1 (Strong Approximate Normalization). If Γ ⊢ t : V, then t −→∗ v for some v.
We show this using a syntactic model in the sense advocated by Boulier et al. [2017]: each CastIf
term is translated into a term from a variant of static CIC such that every CastIf reduction step
corresponds to at least one step in the static language, ensuring that no term reduces inﬁnitely.
The syntactic model is useful for more than just strong normalization. It allows us to understand
the dynamic semantics of CastIf through a well-known static language. Moreover, it suggests an
implementation strategy: terms can be normalized by ﬁrst elaborating from GrIf to CastIf (§5),
then translating the CastIf term to an existing language, such as Agda or Idris.
We translate CastIf terms to StIR, a predicative variant of CIC extended with inductive-recursive
types. While inductive-recursive types have been studied extensively in the context of Martin-Löf
Type Theory, it is usually presented with a typed normalization relation. Conversely, CIC has an
untyped reduction semantics by which we can easily show a simulation of CastIf’s reduction steps.
The model uses a similar technique as Lennon-Bertrand et al. [2020], but it serves as the foundation
for our novel approach to equality (§8).
We use Agda-like syntax for readability.
7.1

Supporting Definitions

Type Deﬁnitions.
To translate from CastIf to StIR, we deﬁne and use several types and functions. In Fig. 12, we
deﬁne GBool to represent CastIf booleans, GUnkℓ for ?Typeℓ , and Err for ℧. Additionally, we deﬁne
an inductive-recursive universe à la Tarski: a datatype Codeℓ whose elements describe the structure
of types, and a function Elℓ interpreting those descriptions back into types.
The idea is that, while StIR has no type-case operator, Code is a regular data type that we can
pattern match against. Elℓ turns these descriptions of types into actual types, but because types
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data GBool : Type where
BUnk : GBool

data Codeℓ where

BErr : GBool

CUnk : Codeℓ

Elℓ : Codeℓ → Typeℓ

BTrue : GBool

CErr : Codeℓ

Elℓ CUnk = GUnkℓ

BFalse : GBool

CType : Codeℓ

Elℓ CErr = GErrℓ

CPi : (c : Codeℓ ) →

Elℓ CType = Codeℓ −1

data GUnkℓ : Typeℓ where
UUnk : GUnkℓ

( (x : Elℓ c) → Codeℓ ) → Codeℓ

UErr : GUnkℓ

CBool : Codeℓ

UBool : GBool → GUnkℓ

data GErrℓ : Typeℓ where

UFun : (1 → GUnkℓ ) → GUnkℓ

Elℓ (CPi dom cod) =
(x : Elℓ dom) → Elℓ (cod x)
Elℓ CBool = GBool

Err : GErr

UCode : Codeℓ −1 → GUnkℓ

Fig. 12. Inductive-recursive definition of codes and their interpretations
⊤_ : (c : Codeℓ ) → Elℓ
⊤CUnk = UUnk

is⊥ : (c : Codeℓ ) → Elℓ → B

⊤CErr = Err

is⊥ CUnk UErr = true

⊤CType = CUnk

is⊥ CUnk _ = false

⊤ (CPi dom cod) = (x : ⊤dom ) −→ ⊤cod x is⊥ CErr Err = true

gIf : (c : Codeℓ ) → GBool →
Elℓ c → Elℓ c → Elℓ c

⊤CBool = BUnk

is⊥ CErr _ = false

gIf c GTrue t1 t2 = t1

⊥_ : (c : Codeℓ ) → Elℓ

is⊥ CType CErr = true

gIf c GFalse t1 t2 = t2

⊥CUnk = UErr

is⊥ CType _ = false

gIf c BUnk t1 t2 = ⊤c

⊥CErr = Err

is⊥ (CPi dom cod) f = is⊥ (cod ⊤dom ) (f ⊤dom )

gIf c BErr t1 t2 = ⊥c

⊥CType = CErr

is⊥ CBool BErr = true

⊥ (CPi dom cod) = (x : ⊥dom ) −→ ⊥cod x is⊥ CBool _ = false
⊥CBool = BErr

Fig. 13. Top, bottom, bottom-checking and gradual conditionals

may depend on values, the deﬁnition of the inductive type Code refers to the recursive function Elℓ
that matches on Code values (thus the name inductive-recursive type). This technique is standard
for dependent type introspection [Boulier et al. 2017; Lennon-Bertrand et al. 2020]. As a notational
shorthand in Fig. 12, we assume that Codeℓ−1 is empty when ℓ is 0. Note that GUnkℓ only depends
on the deﬁnition of Codeℓ from strictly lower universe levels: just as ?Type0 cannot contain values
from Typeℓ , GUnk0 does not embed Codeℓ .
?, ℧ and Error Detection. CastIf has ? and ℧ for every type. We account for this by denoting
special top and bottom elements for each code’s interpretation. Additionally, several reduction
rules explicitly check if a term is ℧, so we need a way to check if a term is the translation of one
that is 𝜂-equivalent to ℧. We deﬁne such functions (Fig. 13), named ⊤, ⊥ and is⊥ respectively.
One subtlety arises when deciding whether a function is equivalent to ℧. The term ℧ (x:T1 →T2 ) is
𝜂-equivalent to 𝜆x. ℧T2 , which eliminates the need to check if each function is ℧ before applying.
However, given an arbitrary function, how can we determine whether it produces ℧ on all inputs?
The key is monotonicity: §6 shows that CastIf functions are monotone with respect to their input.
So a function is equivalent to ℧ if and only if it produces ℧ when given ? as input.
Casts and Conditionals:. In addition to representing CastIf values, we also need to represent
computation. Applications are represented by applications. We need not handle ? or ℧ specially,
since they are 𝜂-expanded in ⊤ and ⊥. So the 𝛽, 𝛽? and 𝛽℧ rules are handled.
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cast : (c1 c2 : Codeℓ ) → Elℓ c1 → Elℓ c2

...continued

cast c1 c2 x | is⊥ c1 x = ⊥c2 (Cast℧)

cast Unk CBool (UBool b) = b (From?)

cast CErr c2 x = ⊥c2 (From℧)

cast Unk CType (UCode c) = c (From?)

cast c1 CErr x = Err (To℧)

cast (CPi dom1 cod1) (CPi dom2 cod2) f =
𝜆x. cast (cod1 x′ ) (cod2 x) (f x′ ) (ΠΠ)

cast (CPi dom cod) Unk f =

where x′ = cast dom2 dom1 x

UFun(𝜆x. cast (cod ⊤dom )CUnk(f ⊤dom )) (?Π)
cast CBool Unk b = UBool b (To?)

cast CType CType c = c (TypeType)

cast CType Unk c = UCode c (To?)

cast CBool CBool b = b (BB)

cast Unk (CPi dom cod) (UFunf) =

cast CUnk CUnk d = d (??)

𝜆x. cast CUnk (cod x) (f (cast dom CUnk)) (From?)

cast_ _ _ = err c2 otherwise (tag℧, ?℧)

Fig. 14. Conversion functions between interpretations of codes
T J (x : T1 ) → T2 K = CPi T JT1 K (𝜆x. T JT2 K)

T JBK = CBool

T JxK = x

T J hT2 ⇐ T1 it K = cast T JT1 K T JT2 K T JtK

T JtrueK = BTrue

T J hΠiℓ t K = GFun T JtK

T J hType iℓ T K = GCode T JTK

T JfalseK = BFalse

T J hB iℓ t K = GBool T JtK

T JTypeℓ K = CType

T J?T K = ⊤T JTK

T J𝜆x : T. tK = 𝜆x. T JtK

T JifT t1 t2 t3 K = gIf T JTK T Jt1 K T Jt2 K T Jt3 K

T J℧T K = ⊥T JTK

T Jt1 t2 K = T Jt1 K T Jt2 K

Fig. 15. Translation from CastIf into StIR

To handle conditionals, we deﬁne a pattern matching function gIf (Fig. 13), which acts like a
normal conditional, but takes a code for the result type, which is given to ⊤ or ⊥ if the scrutinee
is BUnk or BErr. The cases correspond to IfTrue, IfFalse, If? and If℧.
CastIf allows casts between arbitrary types, so we deﬁne casts between the interpretations of
arbitrary codes by pattern matching on the given codes (Fig. 14). The cases directly correspond to
the cast reduction rules of Fig. 6, although we break To? and From? into separate rules for each
tag.
7.2

The Translation

Our supporting deﬁnitions make it straightforward to deﬁne the full translation (Fig. 15). The
translation is compositional, and CastIf has enough type ascriptions that the translation need not
be type- directed. Functions are translated to functions, and other types are translated into the
types from Fig. 12. We translate ? and ℧ using top and ⊥, and use cast to translate casts.
To show that the result of translation is terminating, we need to know that it is well typed in StIR.
The explicitness of our cast calculus makes this easy to show: each type translates to a well-typed
code, and each term translates to an element of the interpretation of its type’s translation.
Lemma 7.2 (Translated Type Preservation). The following hold:
• If Γ ⊢ V : Typeℓ , then T JΓK ⊢ T JVK : Codeℓ
• If Γ ⊢ t : V, then T JΓK ⊢ T JtK : Elℓ T JVK
The main property we need for the termination of CastIf terms is simulation: each CastIf step
corresponds to one or more StIR steps. This bounds the number of steps a CastIf term takes, so
combined with progress and preservation, we deduce strong normalization.
Lemma 7.3 (Simulation). If Γ ⊢ t : V and t −→ t′ , then t′ is ℧ or T JtK −→+ T Jt′ K.
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V JCPi vc1 (𝜆x. vc2 ) K = (x : V Jvc1 K) → V Jvc2 K
V JCPi vc1 NK = (x : V Jvc1 K) → V JNK x

V Jx K = x

V J (x : V1 ) → V2 K = (x : V Jc1 K) → V Jc2 K

V JCodeℓ K = Typeℓ

V JgIf vc N v1 v2 K = if V Jvc K V JNK V Jv1 K V Jv2 K

V JCTypeK = Typeℓ

V Jcast vc1 vc2 vK = hV Jvc2 K ⇐ V Jvc1 K iV JvK

V JCBoolK = B

where one of vc1 , vc2 , v neutral

V JGBoolK = B

V JUUnk : GUnkℓ K = ?Typeℓ

V JCErr : Codeℓ K = ℧Type ℓ

V JUErr : GUnkℓ K = ℧Typeℓ

V JGErrℓ K = ℧Type ℓ

V JUFun v : GUnkℓ K = hΠiℓ V JvK

V JCUnk : Codeℓ K = ?Type ℓ

V JUBool v : GUnkℓ K = hB iℓ V JvK

V JGUnkℓ K = ?Type ℓ

V J𝜆 (x : V). tK = 𝜆 (x :V JVK).V JvK
V JBTrueK = true
V JBFalseK = false
V JBUnkK = ?B
V JBErrK = ℧B
V J⊤N K = ?V JNK
V J⊥N K = ℧V JNK
V JN vK = V JNK V JvK

V JUCode v : GUnkℓ K = hTypeℓ iℓ V JvK

Fig. 16. Back-translation from StIR into CastIf

7.3

Values and the Back-Translation

In addition to showing strong normalization, we can view our translation as a form of compilation.
The translation of a CastIf term reduces in a similar enough way to the original term that we
recover its evaluation from the evaluation of the translation.
To achieve this, we deﬁne a back-translation (Fig. 16) from StIR to CastIf. One diﬃculty in deﬁning such a translation is handling neutral terms, since not all pattern matches in StIR correspond
to matches in CastIf. However, we take advantage of how CastIf cannot pattern match on Type,
so any match on a value of type Codeℓ was produced by ⊤, ⊥, cast or El. Another challenge is
in handling codes: since T JK produces calls to Elℓ , evaluating the resulting StIR term produces a
type. So we translate both types and codes from StIR into CastIf types.
The back-translation is given in Fig. 16. as a partial function from StIR values to CastIf values.
For readability, we write the neutral forms of pattern matches in terms of the functions generating
those matches, with the understanding that the actual StIR values would have the function names
replaced with their bodies. For example, the rule producing if actually checks that the argument is
of the form match t1 with{GTrue ⇒ t2 ; GFalse ⇒ t3 ; GUnk ⇒ ⊤c ; GErr ⇒ ⊥c }. Likewise, we assume the back-translation has access to a full typing derivation for the StIR term, so that functions
may be ascribed with their argument types, ?Typeℓ may be ascribed with the proper level, etc. For
brevity, we omit the derivation from the deﬁnition.
The important property of back-translation is that it respects CastIf’s evaluation: translating a
value, then back-translating, yields the original value. As a corollary, we obtain the algorithm for
computing approximate normal forms by executing StIR terms.
Lemma 7.4 (Value Back-Translation Correctness). If Γ ⊢ v : V′ then VJT JvKKV′ = v.
Corollary 7.5 (Norm. By Translation). If Γ ⊢ t : V, then t −→∗ VJvK where T JtK −→∗ v.
8 ADDING PROPOSITIONAL EQUALITY AND INDUCTIVE TYPES
GrIf and CastIf are too minimal to be practically useful, but they lay the foundation on which we
build a more fully-featured gradual dependently typed language. To handle arbitrary user-deﬁned
inductive type families, the key is specifying a gradual representation for propositional equality,
since this can be used to represent constructors’ constraints on index values.
We present GrEq and CastEq, which extend GrIf and CastIf repsectively with support for propositional equality. We add types and constructors for evidence-based propositional consistency, which
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extends propositional equality to accommodate imprecision among gradual dependent types. We
also introduce explicit composition expressions for evidence, so that composing two pieces of evidence is a syntactic construct within CastEq itself. Our previous proofs of safety, strong normalization, and the gradual guarantees are all easily modiﬁed to encompass these new language features.
Once equality is added, inductive families are implemented in terms of propositional consistency.
8.1

Overview of Propositional Consistency

Thus far, we have alluded to dynamic checks that ensure gradual type safety. But what do those
checks actually entail? We aﬃx a tag to values of type ?, denoting the top-level type constructor.
When casting from ? to a more precise type, we fail if the stored tag does not match the target
type.
However, for indexed type families, the type constructor does not provide all the information
we need. Knowing that a value is a Vec does not say if it is safe to convert from Vec Float ? to
Vec Float 1. So we must also track constraints on the type indices.
Tracking Index Consistency.
Consider how our incorrect sort from §1 operates on the list [3.3, 3.3] : Vec Float 2. In the simplytyped version, sort partitions the tail into [] and [], sorts each partition, and produces the incorrect
result [3.3]. We can detect this by tracking the equations induced by constraints on type indices.
The calls ﬁlter (> 3.3) [3.3] and ﬁlter (> 3.3) [3.3] each produce [] : Vec Float 0, which is cast to
Vec Float ? to match the return type of ﬁlter. Critically, we remember that the original length was
0: Vec elaborates to a CastInd inductive type, where there is an extra ﬁeld storing 0 as evidence
that 0 is consistent with ?. Then, Cons 3.3 [] = [3.3] : Vec Float (1 + ?), but we compose this with
the evidence on [] to get 1 as witness between the consistency of 1 + ? and 1 + 0. The error is
discovered when we cast from Vec Float (1 + ?) to Vec Float 2, the return type speciﬁed by the
given signature. During this cast, we compose the target index 2 with 1, the evidence on [3.3],
which fails when the distinct precise values 1 and 2 compose to ℧.
Abstracting Out Propositional Consistency. While it is easy to compare and compose members of N, not all compositions are so simple. We need a representation of evidence that captures
plausible equalities between any two gradual values of the same type. Since inductive families
may be indexed by any type, we need a general way of tracking indices and composing evidence.
This is precisely the purpose of propositional consistency: just as the static refl : t ≡T t witnesses
propositional equality of two terms, in GrInd reﬂt⊢t1 t2 : t1  T t2 witnesses that t1 and t2 could plausibly be equal, given their imprecision. t is a term which is as precise as both t1 and t2 . If t is not ℧,
then we cannot immediately conclude that t1 and t2 are inconsistent.
GrEq has a propositional equality type with the usual constructors, but this elaborates to propositional consistency, so that the equalities can be tracked during normalization. We elaborate reﬂ
with the initial evidence t1 ⊓T t2 . As the notation suggests, this is the precision greatest lowerbound of t1 and t2 , so it is the least precise evidence for the consistency of t1 and t2 .
Once we have propositional consistency, we can handle inductive families. Elaboration uses a
known technique where all inductive families are turned into parameterized inductive types, so
that each constructor has the same return type, but takes equality proofs as arguments to constrain
the indices [Chapman et al. 2010; McBride 2000].
For example, Vec is represented as
data Vec : (X : Type) → (n : N) → Type where
Nil : n N 0 → Vec X n

|

Cons : (m : Nat) → X → Vec X m > n N 1 + m → Vec X n
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(CastEq typing, new rules)

CEq

CRefl

Γ ⊢ T ⇒ Typeℓ
Γ ⊢ t1 ⇐ T
Γ ⊢ t2 ⇐ T

Γ ⊢ t2 ⇐ T
Γ ⊢ t3 ⇐ T
Γ ⊢ t1 ⇒ T
Γ ⊢ t1 ⊑𝐶 t2
Γ ⊢ t1 ⊑𝐶 t3

Γ ⊢ t1  T t2 ⇒ Typeℓ

Γ ⊢ reﬂt1 ⊢t2 t3 ⇒ t2  T t3

CComp

Γ ⊢ t1 ⇒ T
Γ ⊢ t2 ⇐ T
Γ ⊢ t1 ⊓T t2 ⇒ T

CSubst

Γ ⊢ subst ⇒ (X : Typeℓ ) → (XP : X → Typeℓ ′ ) → (y : X) → (z : X) → XP y → y X z → XP z

Dealing with Neutrals.
The subtlety of deﬁning propositional consistency, and the related composition operator, lies
with neutral terms. When we cast between propositional consistency types, we must compose the
evidence to ensure monotonicity. But the terms we are composing might have variables. Consider
(𝜆x y. x) ⊓N→N→N (𝜆x y. y). This expression cannot produce an error, as we would need to compare variables for equality, but languages like CIC do not have such reﬂection capabilities, so such
comparisons cannot be directly included in a syntactic model. If it does not produce an error, then
the expression is evidence that 𝜆x y. x and 𝜆x y. y are propositionally consistent, despite being
non-equal static terms.
Our approach is to make syntactic consistency stronger than propositional consistency. When
comparing terms for consistency during type-checking, x and y must be inconsistent, so that we
conservatively extend CIC. Conversely, composition is lazy, so neutral terms are consistent with all
other terms of the same type. When values are provided for variables, we can evaluate further and
possibly produce an error. For our example, (𝜆x y. x) ⊓N→N→N (𝜆x y. y) reduces to 𝜆x y. (x ⊓N y).
8.2 GrInd and CastEq: Adding Propositional Consistency
GrEq extends GrIf with the usual propositional equality type constructor ≡ and proof term reﬂ,
plus an elimination principle subst, so the complexity of propositional consistency is hidden from
the surface language. CastEq, conversely, extends CastIf with propositional consistency, to which
GrEq’s propositional equality elaborates, and an explicit composition operator. Evidence ought to
be viewed as a separate language from terms: evidence represents a slice of the plausible equalities
that could hold between two gradual terms. Composition is only needed for terms representing
evidence, but all CastEq features are present in the evidence language, so we do not distinguish it
from CastEq.
t +F t1  T t2 | reﬂt1 ⊢t2 t3 | subst | t1 ⊓T t2

The introduction form is reﬂt1 ⊢t2 t3 , where t1 is evidence of consistency between t2 and t3 . The
composition t1 , t2 : T as t1 ⊓T t2 computes a precision lower bound of t1 and t2 , an invariant we
formalize below. Normals, neutrals and term heads (omitted) are like in CastIf. The term t1 ⊓T t2
is neutral if either t1 or t2 is, unless one is ? or ℧, in which case we can reduce.
For typing, the interesting rule is CRefl, where reﬂt1 ⊢t2 t3 synthesizes t2  T t3 so long as t1 is at
least as precise as both t2 and t3 , and all three have the same type.
Apart from that,  and subst are typed the same as their static counterparts, and t1 ⊓T t2 has
type T so long as its inputs do.
Semantics. CastEq extends CastIf with two new computational forms and a new type family
within which we can cast, so we introduce new reduction rules (Fig. 17). The ﬁrst reductions we
need are for eliminating via subst. A J reduction transports a value across an equality by casting
it through the evidence type, which ensures monotonicity, as New and Ahmed [2018] observed.
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t1 { t2 (CastEq Reduction)) ⊓ structural rules omitted, ⊓℧R and ⊓?R deﬁned symmetrically
subst T TP t1 t2 tPt1 reﬂtev ⊢t1 t2 {J hTP t2 ⇐ TP tev ihTP tev ⇐ TP t1 itPt1 where tev  tev
subst T TP t1 t2 tPt1 ?t1 T t2 {J? hTP t2 ⇐ TP (t1 ⊓T t2 )ihTP (t1 ⊓T t2 ) ⇐ TP t1 itPt1
tev 6 tev
subst T TP t1 t2 t′′ tev {J℧ ℧ (TP

(𝜆x : T. t1 ) ⊓ (x:T)→T′ (𝜆x : T. t2 ) {⊓𝜆 𝜆(x : T). t1 ⊓T′ t2
t2 )

ht1′  T′ t2′ ⇐ t1  T t2 ireﬂtev ⊢t1 t2 {Eq reﬂt′1 ⊓T′ t′2 ⊓T′ hT′ ⇐Titev ⊢t′1 t′2
?T ⊓T t {⊓?L t

℧T ⊓T t {⊓℧L ℧T

tagOf (t1 ) ≠ tagOf (t2 )
t1 ⊓T t2 {⊓Head℧ ℧T

reﬂt⊢t1 t2 ⊓t1 T t2 reﬂt′ ⊢t1 t2 {⊓Refl reﬂt⊓T t′ ⊢t1 t2

′′

T = T ⊓Typeℓ T′
t1  T t2 ⊓Typeℓ t1′ T′ t2′ {⊓Eq hT′′ ⇐ Tit1 ⊓T′′ hT′′ ⇐ T′it1′  T′′ hT′′ ⇐ Tit2 ⊓T′′ hT′′ ⇐ T′it2′
T3 = [hT1 ⇐ T1 ⊓Typeℓ T1′ ix/x]T2

T3′ = [hT1′ ⇐ T1 ⊓Typeℓ T1′ ix/x]T2′

(x : T1 → T2 ) ⊓Typeℓ (x : T1′ ) → T2′ {⊓Π (x : T1 ⊓Typeℓ T1′ ) → (T3 ⊓Typeℓ T3′ )
Fig. 17. Additional Reduction Rules for CastEq

Rule J does the same when given ?, but casts through the meet of the start and target type. So
?t1 T t2 behaves like reﬂt1 ⊓T t2 ⊢t1 t2 . In J℧, applying subst to ℧ produces ℧ at the target type.
Second, we need rules for casting between equality types (Eq), which rely heavily on the meet.
When we cast reﬂt⊢t1 t2 to t1′  T t2′ , there is no guarantee that t1′ and t2′ are consistent or that t is
valid evidence for t1′ and t2′ . So we cast our evidence into the target type, then compose with the
endpoints of the target equality to ensure we satisfy the precision requirement of CRefl. So even
if t1′ and t2′ are consistent, we will produce ℧ if they are not consistent with the evidence t.
To give an example, suppose we have reﬂtrue⊢truetrue : truetrue. We could cast this to truefalse,
but then reﬂtrue⊢truefalse would not be well typed at this type. So we compose with true ⊓B false,
which normalizes to reﬂ℧B ⊢truefalse .
Finally, we have reductions for composition. Composing with ℧ produces ℧ (⊓℧L,⊓℧R), and ?
acts as an identity (⊓?L,⊓?R). Functions compose by composing their bodies, and reﬂ⊢ composes
by composing the evidence with which it is ascribed. Terms with diﬀerent tagOf values compose
to ℧ in ⊓Tag℧. Rules ⊓Π and ⊓Eq work like structural rules, but because of type dependencies,
adds casts to preserve typing. The remaining meet rules (omitted) are structural rules for terms
with the same tagOf : we apply the constructor to the meet of the arguments.
In addition to our reductions, we add two 𝜂-laws. First, we have ?t1 T t2 −→𝜂 reﬂt1 ⊓T t2 ⊢t1 t2 , which
avoids having subst produce ? any time it is given ?, so potential equalities are dynamically tracked
even if ? is provided in place of reﬂ. Second, we have reﬂ℧T ⊢t1t2 −→𝜂 ℧t1 T t2 : if ℧ is the only term
we know is more precise than t1 and t2 , then we have failed to show they could be equal.
Elaboration. GrEq elaborates to CastEq much like GrIf does to CastIf (Fig. 18). Equality is elaborated directly (EEq). A proof term reﬂ is elaborated by taking composing the equated terms. We
also check that the terms are syntactically consistent, to avoid accepting fully static terms like
reﬂ : x ≡ y. Like with functions, we have an extra rule EReflUnk that generates reﬂ with ? evidence when the target type is ?, since this is consistent with an equality type.
In ERefl, since the meet was used as the initial evidence of consistency, if our elaboration is to
be type preserving, the meet must always be a lower-bound of its inputs. For neutral terms, this
means we add axioms to precision.
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Γ⊢s_t⇒T | Γ⊢s_t⇐T

(GrEq elaboration) EEq omitted

ERefl

Γ ⊢ t1 −→𝜂∗ v1
Γ ⊢ t1 ⇐ T
Γ ⊢ t2 ⇐ T
Γ ⊢ t2 −→𝜂∗ v2
t1  t2
Γ ⊢ reﬂ _ reﬂt1 ⊓T t2 ⊢t1 t2 ⇐ t1 T t2

Γ ⊢ t1 ⊑𝐶 t2

(CastEq precision)

v1  v2

EReflUnk

reﬂ _ hEqiℓ reﬂ??Type

ℓ

⊢??Typeℓ ??Typeℓ

⇐ ?Typeℓ

(CastEq consistency)

CstUnkEq, CstUnkSubst, CstUnkRefl, CstMeetR omitted
PrecCongEq

PrecAxGreatest

Γ ⊢ hT′ ⇐ Tit1 ⊑𝐶 t1′
Γ ⊢ T ⊑𝐶 T′
′
Γ ⊢ hT ⇐ Tit2 ⊑𝐶 t2′

Γ ⊢ t3 ⊑𝐶 t1
Γ ⊢ t3 ⊑𝐶 t2

Γ ⊢ t1 T t2 ⊑𝐶 t1′  T′ t2′
PrecAxBound

i ∈ {1, 2}
Γ ⊢ t1 ⊓T t2 ⊑𝐶 ti
CstEq

v1  v1′

v2  v2′

v1  V v2 

v1′  V′ v2′

PrecCongRefl

Γ ⊢ t ⊑𝐶 t′

Γ ⊢ t3 ⊑𝐶 t1 ⊓T t2

Γ ⊢ reﬂt⊢t1 t2 ⊑𝐶 reﬂt′ ⊢t1 t2

PrecAxThrough

Γ ⊢ hT2 ⇐ T1 it ⊒⊑𝐶 hT2 ⇐ T1 ⊓Typeℓ T2 ihT1 ⊓Typeℓ T2 ⇐ T1 i
CstRefl

CstSubst

subst  subst

CstMeetL

t  t′

reﬂt⊢t1 t2  reﬂ

t1  t3
t′ ⊢t′1 t′2

t2  t3

t1 ⊓T t2  t3

Fig. 18. GrEq and CastEq: New Elaboration, Precision, and Consistency Rules

Γ ⊢ t1 ⊑𝐶 t2

(CastEq precision, new admissible rules)

PrecAdMeet

Γ ⊢ t2 ⊑𝐶 t2′
Γ ⊢ t1 ⊑𝐶 t1′
· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ··
Γ ⊢ t1 ⊓T t2 ⊑𝐶 t1′ ⊓T t2′

PrecAdIntermed

Γ ⊢ T1 ⊑𝐶∗ T2
· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· · ·
Γ ⊢ hT′ ⇐ T1 ihT1 ⇐ Tit ⊑𝐶 hT′ ⇐ T2 ihT2 ⇐ Tit
PrecAdAbsorb

PrecAdCommut

· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ··
Γ ⊢ t1 ⊓T t2 ⊒⊑𝐶 t2 ⊓T t1

Γ ⊢ t1 ⊑𝐶 t2
···················
Γ ⊢ t1 ⊓T t2 ⊒⊑𝐶 t1

PrecAdIdem

· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ··
Γ ⊢ t ⊓T t ⊒⊑𝐶 t

Fig. 19. Precision: Admissible Rules for CastEq

Precision. In Fig. 18 we deﬁne the laws for algebraic precision. PrecAxBound establishes that
t1 ⊓T t2 is a lower bound for t1 and t2 at type T, and PrecAxGreatest establishes that it is the greatest such lower bound. PrecAxThrough establishes that casting between two types is equivalent
to casting through their meet, making PrecAxIntermed redundant.
Our new syntactic forms also require structural rules. PrecCongRefl compares by evidence
ascriptions, and PrecCongEq compares the equated terms after being cast into the type of the
(potentially) more precise equality, similar to how PrecCongPi works (Fig. 9). From these rules,
we can deﬁne all the properties that are expected of a preorder’s meet operator.
Consistency. Consistency must account for our new syntactic forms (Fig. 18). For equality, we add
the necessary structural rules, along with the CstUnk rules for consistency with ?. For the meet,
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we need to make sure upward-closure still holds. The precision rules PrecAxBound and PrecAxGreatest mean that the composition t1 ⊓T t2 is only consistent with terms that are consistent
with both t1 and t2 (CstMeetL, CstMeetR).
Syntactic Model.
Extending our syntactic model to include equality is once again easy. Just as we wrote a function
cast : (c1 c2 : Codeℓ ) → Elℓ c1 → Elℓ c2 , we write a function
comp : (c : Codeℓ ) → (x y : Elℓ c) → Elℓ c, which directly implements the reductions for ⊓ in StIR.
New Code and Unk variants are added for , and the cast case between equality codes are implemented using comp. The type and eliminator for propositional equality/consistency are:
data GEq(c : Codeℓ )(x y : Elℓ c) : Type where

|

GRefl : (z : Elℓ c) → GEq c x y

gSubst : (c : Codeℓ ) → (P : Elℓ c → Codeℓ ′ ) → (x y : Elℓ c) → Elℓ ′ (P x) → GEq c x y → Elℓ ′ (P y)

We allow any term to act as evidence in GRefl: CRefl requires that evidence be more precise than
the equated terms, but this restriction is for monotonicity, not safety. The function gSubst casts
through the evidence in the given GEq argument like the J reduction rule.
8.3 GrInd: Realizing Inductive Families with Propositional Consistency
We now have everything we need to extend GrEq with inductive types to create GrInd. Having
added propositional equality, most of the work is done, since a family of types can be turned into
a single parameterized inductive type whose constructors use equality proofs to constrain the
possible values of indices Likewise, by expressing CastEq casts in terms of type tags, our formalism
easily accommodates a ﬁxed set of user-deﬁned types.
Inductive types in CIC are notoriously expansive in their formal notation, so we focus on giving
the intuition behind the formalization. We refer the reader to [Paulin-Mohring 2015] or [Dybjer
1994] for a standard reference on the formalism behind static inductive types.
s +F C s | D s | indC x s. D y ↦→ s

t +F C t | D t | indC x t. D y ↦→ t

A GrInd inductive type is declared by specifying a type constructor C with (possibly dependent)
typing C : (x : S)→ Typeℓ , along with some ﬁxed number of data constructors D1 . . . D𝑛 typed as
D𝑖 : (y : S)→ C s. In CastInd, the syntax is the same, but the return of each constructor is C x.
We follow Lennon-Bertrand et al. [2020] use an induction form ind that pattern-matches on the
given value, but binds a name for self-reference in each branch. Termination is guaranteed with
an external structural recursion check, that is standard and orthogonal to our work. Typing ind
as a checking form (omitted) helps reduce the number of type ascriptions required, compared to
the usual CIC presentation. Likewise, precision and consistency diﬀer only in the addition of new
structural rules.
The typing rules for gradual inductives (omitted) are identical to their static counterparts: the
diﬃculty is handled by using propositional equality for index constraints.
Elaboration.
Inductive families are transformed into inductive types with equality constraints during elaboration via the standard translation. Any time a type constructor gives a speciﬁc expression s for
an index, either of a recursive argument in the return type, the expression is replaced with a fresh
parameter x, and an argument of type xt is added to the constructor. Likewise, the eliminator for
an inductive family elaborates to the eliminator for the corresponding constrained inductive type,
but rewrites the goal type using subst.
The last thing we consider is the elaboration of constructors. We could elaborate GrInd constructors directly into CastInd constructors, adding the initial evidence to reﬂ. However, this is
too lazy to obtain the dynamic-checking behavior discussed in our introduction. In the example
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we gave above, we could Nil with evidence reﬂ0⊢0? , and Cons 3.3 Nil with evidence reﬂ1+?⊢1+?1+? .
This is well typed according to the deﬁnition of Vec′ using , but it does not eagerly ﬁnd the error,
because we have a length-2 of propositional consistencies that we have not composed.
We solve this issue by inserting an extra composition into the elaboration of data constructors.
Every elaborated constructor carries evidence of consistency between the actual index and the
return index of the constructor. Each constructor’s elaboration accesses this evidence for each
inductive argument, use subst to lift it to a propositional consistency on the return index, and
compose it with the index speciﬁed by the constructor. For our Vec example, Nil has evidence
reﬂ0⊢0? . Cons is used at type Float → Vec Float ? → Vec Float (1 + ?), so we elaborate with evidence reﬂ1+?⊢1+?1+? . Evidence from Nil is lifted by subst to reﬂ1⊢1+?1+? , and composed with the
initial evidence to produce reﬂ1⊢1+?1+? . Then composition fails when we cast to Vec Float 2. In the
case where the inductive argument is not a member of the inductive type but a function producing a member of the inductive type, we can supply ? for all arguments bound function image’s
evidence.
Semantics.
The interesting part of adding inductive types is handling casts between these types, but again,
the work is done for us by propositional equality. We deﬁne the singular cast rule between inductive types: hC t2 ⇐C t1 i(D t) {Ctor D h[t2 /x]T⇐[t1 /x]Tit where D : (y : T)→ C x. That is, we
cast between diﬀerent parameterizations of an inductive type by casting each ﬁeld of a constructor
to a type with the new parameters replacing the old ones. Index conversions are handled by casts
on  types.
All other casts are handled by the existing rules, which are generic in the type tags involved.
Likewise, the (omitted) rules for reducing indC are nearly indentical to the static form, since elaboration inserts all the necessary casts. Applying ind to ? or ℧ produces ? or ℧ respectively.
Like with subst, we add a check that the term under elimination is self-consistent, which ensures
that if the evidence of index consistency ever becomes ℧ for a member of an inductive type, that
value behaves as ℧.
Finally, we add an 𝜂 rule that Γ ⊢ D t −→𝜂 ℧𝑖 ′ : C t′ whenever t𝑖 −→𝜂 ℧T . So casts between
C t𝑖
types with incompatible indices produce ℧ immediately, unlike GCIC [Lennon-Bertrand et al. 2020]
where inconsistencies are only discovered during elimination.
The above semantic features are easily incorporated in our syntactic model, for any ﬁxed set of
inductive types. We add constructors to Code and Unk and add cases to cast and meet. For each
inductive type C, we deﬁne a static type GC, with C’s constructors plus DCUnk and DCErr denoting
? and ℧ respectively. Since the structure of GC and C are the same, indC is easily represented by
the elimination of inductive datatypes in StIR.
9

DISCUSSION

Related Work. GrInd builds on long line of work mixing dynamic and static enforcement of
speciﬁcations, most prominently GDTL [Eremondi et al. 2019] and GCIC [Lennon-Bertrand et al.
2020]. Ou et al. [2004] support mixed static and dynamic checking of boolean-valued properties.
Similarly, Tanter and Tabareau [2015] develop a system of casts for Coq, using an unsound axiom
to represent type errors. The casts supported subset types i.e. a value paired with a proof that some
boolean-valued function returns true for that value, but not general inductive types.
Osera et al. [2012] present dependent interoperability for principled mixing of dependently typed
and non-dependently typed programs. This was extended by Dagand et al. [2016, 2018], who provide a general mechanism for lifting higher-order programs to the dependently-typed setting.
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All of these approaches presuppose separate simple and dependent versions of types, related by
boolean-valued predicates. Our composition of evidence provides similar checks, but by keeping
evidence of propositional consistency, we do not need types to be reformulated in terms of subset
types or boolean predicates.
Our technique of representing inductive types by codes dates back to at least [McBride 2011],
and has been used to produce very minimal dependently-typed core languages [Chapman et al.
2010], to model constructors and eliminators generically [Diehl and Sheard 2014], and to model
a dependent type-case [Boulier et al. 2017]. The representation of ? and ℧ we use in inductives
types is essentially that of Exceptional Type Theory [Pédrot and Tabareau 2018; Pédrot et al. 2019],
where extra constructors are added to account for the additional possibilities for each type.
Our notion of algebraic precision bears some resemblance to the embedding-projection pairs
that New and Ahmed [2018] use to provide a semantic account of gradual typing. However, the
embedding-projection property is too restrictive for approximate normalization, so we are unable
to show the same properties that they show in a non-dependently typed setting.
Limitations and Future Work. GrInd shows that when programming with gradual types and
inductive families, the programmer can have conﬁdence that their compiler will eventually terminate, and that type errors always reﬂect true type inconsistencies. Programmers can omit proofs,
yet test their programs, and receive feedback on which equalities did or did not hold during execution, specifying those equalities as dependent types.
Our work leaves ample room for future developments. While GrInd supports inductive types,
its translation supports an arbitrary but ﬁxed set of inductive types. This is suitable for proofs, but
means that the translation can only work on whole programs. Also, the translation currently does
not support exact evaluation: while we can adapt the translation to target a non-total language
and never approximate, there would be well-typed terms that were not well-typed in the target,
since their types have no exact normal-form.
Our algebraic precision relation compares values of the same type, making it stricter than that
of Lennon-Bertrand et al. [2020] or Siek et al. [2015], so there is room to explore whether algebraic precision can be used to reason in more traditional gradual languages. Also, we suspect that
the reasoning principles provided by algebraic precision could be used to drive optimizations of
gradual types, such as removing unnecessary casts. Both Abstracting Gradual Typing [Garcia et al.
2016] and our work rely on Galois connections as a key property, which warrants investigation of
a deeper connection. Likewise, while we cannot show a full embedding-projection pair for approximate normalization, there may be a stronger property about exact semantics that we can show,
which could capture the fact that reducing then increasing precision is never a lossy operation for
exact execution.
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